


} ‘quality’ is in fact a difficult and contested 
concept: different people

} think of ‘quality’ in different ways



} We argue that the quality of career guidance products and
} services can improve if we pay attention to: 
q [1] our career learning programmes
q [2] the career information made available
q [3] the personalised support offered through career
q counselling
q [4] the provision of a well-organised and accessible career 

resource hub
q [5]the development of partnership input in career education and 

[6] the formation of reflective practitioners who make the 
attainment of high standards a habitual goal.

} These six features are linked, but we separate them out so as to 
be as specific as possible about the ways in which quality can be 
improved.



} “Career guidance supports 
individuals and groups to discover 
more about work, leisure and 
learning and to consider their place 
in the world and plan for their 
futures.

} Career guidance can take a wide
} range of forms and draws on diverse
} theoretical traditions. But at its heart
} it is a purposeful learning
} opportunity which supports
} individuals and groups to consider
} and reconsider work, leisure and
} learning in the light of new
} information and experiences and to
} take both individual and collective
} action as a result of this.”



} Context matters
} in defining
} ‘quality’…

} but a satisfied
} user does not
} mean quality
} has been
} attained…



} Technocratic approaches tend to emphasise a set of criteria 
and standards that a service or product is evaluated against, 
often to verify that those who are paying are getting value for 
the money spent. Such approaches tend to emphasise criteria 
and indicators that can be readily quantified (e.g. staff to 
student ratio, number of clients reached, duration of a CG 
interview, length of time before employment is secured, 
number of clients placed in employment, and so on) and/or 
for which evidence of outcomes can be provided.



} BENCHMARKS QUALITY INDICATORS DOCUMENTS/EVIDENCE
} 4.1.a
} The Service has designed a system for investigating citizen needs.
} 4.1.b
} The system for investigating citizen needs is implemented.
} Services should ensure that what is on offer is what clients need. They must answer to 

(YES/NO):

} Quality indicators
} System for investigating client needs which could include:
} • client need surveys
} • collecting statistics
} • communicating with mainstream citizens and with citizens in key target groups etc.

} Documents evidence
} • questionnaires
} • correspondence
} • documents that prove that public opinion surveys have been conducted etc.



} Interpretive (sometimes also referred to as 
‘hermeneutic’) approaches give more importance 
to context and to understanding quality in a 
more flexible manner with due consideration to 
diverse needs and situations. Such approaches 
tend to have a preference for a holistic view of 
quality as experienced by the consumer of a 
product or aservice user. They are thus more 
likely to use qualitative data and measures, with 
an understanding of ‘quality’ being negotiated in

} response to context rather than against abstract 
principles.



} Emancipatory approaches reframe ‘quality’ in 
relation to the ability of a service to respond 
to the needs of the most vulnerable groups.



} The WISE principles for anti-oppressive practice

} Welcome: Welcome diversity in society, and make welcome groups and individual people at
} risk of oppression, by appreciating their history and valuing their culture, identity, experience
} and contribution; respect individuality and avoid stereotyping.
} Image: Be aware of the damage that can be done, however unconsciously, by negative imagery
} (e.g. of danger, sickness, childlikeness, worthlessness, ridicule) in language, buildings, service
} structures, pictures, notices, etc, and strive to replace them with positive, helpful imagery that
} reflects value, equality, respect, dignity and citizenship.
} Support: Offer support to enable people to function well in society; this may include
} interpreting for users of other languages, aids and equipment for disabled people, attention to
} access and presentation of materials, good information services, ensuring comfort and good
} health care, supporting networks of friendship or common interest, etc.
} Empowerment: Support self-help and self-advocacy; listen to what people say and learn from
} them; involve people in decisions; give and support advocacy for people; ensure rights through
} entitlements and legislation; provide equal opportunities and practice anti-discrimination.

} Source: B. Gothard, P. Mignot, M. Offer & M. Ruff (2001) Careers guidance in context. London: 
Sage (p.131).



} Administrative-centred QA systems set out (often, but not necessarily,
} in a top-down manner) to ensure quality by identifying criteria and
} indicators which, in the view of those with leadership responsibilities,
} contribute to a service that meets their expectations. 
} There are different ways of attaining such a target, including through the
} promulgation of relevant legislation, the articulation of underlying
} principles that should guide the organisation and delivery of a service,
} the establishment of national frameworks and guidelines (that might
} also set out the training, qualifications and competences required of
} practitioners), the declaration of service-delivery standards and
} ‘quality charters of service’, the setting out of monitoring and
} evaluation procedures, and providing mechanisms for client protection,
} for complaints by users, as well as for redress.



} Practitioner-centred QA systems are bottom-up 
initiatives promoted by professional bodies that 
specialise in the area being audited, or setting

} out to improve its services. Such initiatives 
usually include the articulation of codes of 
conduct/ethics for practitioners, the 
identification of competences that practitioners 
should have, the setting up of a register which 
identifies the practitioners that attain the 
standards of practice targeted by the association, 
and which therefore gives individuals the warrant 
or licence to practice.





} - Informing - Advising - Assessing
} - Teaching - Enabling - Advocating
} - Networking - Feeding back - Managing
} - Following up - Signposting - Mentoring
} - Sampling work - Sampling courses -

Innovation/systems change







} We are in the process of putting together a 
career education programm at our school. In 
order to address gaps and avoid unnecessary 
overlaps, we are conducting a survey to assess 
what career guidance/ information is presently 
being provided by teachers across the different 
subject areas.

} Your response to this curriculum mapping 
exercise is essential in determining the content 
of the career-learning programme that the 
career guidance team will offer. Please return 
this survey to the Career Center by ….

Thank you.
The School Careers Team.

} 1. Are you providing students with any of the 
following career-related

} materials/activities?
} Yes No

} ……………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………

} 2. Which resources do you need to teach 
career-related issues more effectively?

} N.B. The school career guidance team can 
provide you with: teaching input, guest 
speakers, contacts in industry and further 
education, videos, field trips, posters, 
computerised career programmes, career and 
interest assessment tools, and the use of the 
Career Resource

} Centre… [circle the ones that are of interest to 
you, and add others below]

} …………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
…………………

} …………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
…………………

} 3. We are planning to introduce a career-
learning portfolio to help students put 
together the insights they develop about their 
future pathways.

} Would you have any comments or suggestions 
to make about this?

} …………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………
…………………



} Denmark has recently introduced the use of Individual Learning Plans
} for students in vocational education, in order to enhance the student's
} ability to make more conscious and well-founded choices. 
} Each and every student must be offered options to choose between 

different pathways, levels, methods and learning opportunities 
corresponding with students' individual goals. These personal choices 
are to be prepared, organised, structured and monitored through the 
Individual

} Learning Plans. The more informed educational choices made by the
} students are expected to increase their level of motivation and decrease
} the drop out rate and the number of inappropriate course choices. An
} Education Log helps students record their achievements and their
} developing interests and aims, and this supports the drawing up and
} monitoring of individual education plans. 
} The plans have to be signed by the student, a parent, and the guidance 

counsellor.



} Examples of games that stimulate
} career exploration and development
} - The Game of Life: 

https://www.hasbro.com/common/instruct/life.pdf
} - Career Challenge: 

https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/124784/careerchallen
ge

} - Career Odyssey: 
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/111404/careerodyssey

} - You’re Hired: 
http://casualgamerevolution.com/blog/2016/03/youre-hired-
apreview-

} of-jobstacles
} - Career Bingo:
} http://www.breitlinks.com/careers/career_pdfs/careerbingo.pdf





} Examples of career learning portfolios

} An example of a career learning portfolio is provided 
by the

} American Student Achievement Institute (ASAI) in
} Bloomington, Indiana, available at: 

https://tinyurl.com/yahhz7rv

} The portfolio helps student and parents with 
educational and career decision-making. Students are 
invited to check the extent to which they have 
completed a range of activities or

} tasks that support their career development. 
Examples include:

q Self Awareness enhanced by: taking a career interest
} assessment; taking a career preference assessment;

} identifying a career cluster; discovering one’s 
preferred learning style.

q Educational/career exploration enhanced by: learning 
how much education is needed to be eligible for a job; 
learning how choices may impact on standard of 
living; learning about the way subject choices 
open/close job options;

} learned to use a career exploration website; taking 
part in job shadowing experience; taking part in an 
internship.

q Educational and career planning enhanced by: 
checking which subjects are offered where; talking 
with a postsecondary teacher; visiting a post-
secondary school.

q Transition process enhanced by: starting to build a 
postsecondary plan; developing goals for 
particular time periods;

} discussing my plans with my parents and with my 
plans with career guidance teacher; learning how 
to write a job application; learning how to do a job 
search.

} The French Livret Personnel de Compétences is 
similar in that it sets out to encourage students to 
be more reflexive and in regard to the process of 
career planning.

} The Livret is available at:
} http://media.education.gouv.fr/file/27/02/7/livret

_personnel_competences_149027.pdf

https://tinyurl.com/yahhz7rv


} How close or far are you from reaching such quality standards? What can you do 
about this?

} Carry out a survey among students to see where they get most of the work-related 
information. What does this tell you about the likely impact of the information you 
are providing? What can you do to be more effective in reaching students?

} What media are you using to make sure career information is readily available to 
all students? How many of the following are you using: print-based material, a 
dedicated website, social media, blogs, digital newsletter.

} Does your school have a Career Resource Centre that acts as a hub for career 
information?

} What arrangements and partnerships have you developed in order to ensure that 
the career information you provide is up-to-date?

} Is your approach to providing information based on a ‘one size fits all’ approach, 
or are you presenting it in ways that make it fit for purpose for specific target 
groups?

} What special efforts are you making in order to ensure that disengaged students 
access career information and use it in meaningful ways?











8 BENCHMARKS (GATSBY)



} Career guidance centre located in a ‘heavy traffic’ area of the school
} that makes it more likely to be seen by students.

} - A set-up that is attractive and informal, encouraging students to
} drop in so as to engage in career-related learning.
} - A welcoming area where students can ask for an appointment for
} personalised attention, or directed to the resources they need and
} which they can use in self-help mode.
} - Furniture that supports interactive learning sessions, with an open
} space for group work, and cubicles for brief staff-assisted inquiry as
} well as personalised individual case-managed services.
} - Computer workstations should be available, with headphones, key
} career learning websites bookmarked, 









} While as a committed practitioner you 
inevitably engage in critical reflection before, 
during and after exercising your profession, it 
is important to set aside time for more 
structured reflection on your efforts…

} How often do you schedule such critical 
sessions throughout the year? 

} Who do you invite as critical friends to give 
you a feedback?



} Have you developed or used instruments (e.g. 
checklists, student satisfaction surveys, quality 
assurance protocols) to assess the different 
aspects of the career guidance programm you are 
offering?

} Several such instruments exist, and these can be readily adapted to be fit for 
purpose in your context. Some focus on input, while others look at 
outcomes, in terms of career management skills mastered by students, as 
evidence of a strong guidance programme (as noted in Chapter 1). For 
examples of both see:

} – http://mevoc.net/download/Checklist_GB_web.pdf
} – https://dese.mo.gov/sites/default/files/MSIP-Checklist.pdf
} http://www.ksde.org/Portals/0/CSAS/CSAS%20Home/Plan_Of_St

udy/Kent%20Guidance%20Checklist%20word.pdf?ver=2014-01-
23-103140-097

http://mevoc.net/download/Checklist_GB_web.pdf
https://dese.mo.gov/sites/default/files/MSIP-Checklist.pdf
http://www.ksde.org/Portals/0/CSAS/CSAS%20Home/Plan_Of_Study/Kent%20Guidance%20Checklist%20word.pdf?ver=2014-01-23-103140-097


} Extract quality criteria from the different 
chapters of this Handbook and

} examine your career guidance programme in 
relation to those criteria.

} SUCCES!


